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We have studied the structural, magnetic, and transport properties of Co nanoparticles embedded in a Cu
matrix using x-ray absorption fine structure~XAFS! spectroscopy, macroscopic magnetization, and transport
measurements. We observed by XAFS, on annealed samples containing 3, 10, 12, and 25 at. % Co, that there
is a systematic contraction of the average coordination distance around Co atoms with the increasing Co
content and annealing. The results are consistent with the growing of small fcc nanoparticles and correlated to
the evolution in the superparamagnetic behavior, observed by magnetization measurements. We present a
simple model to connect the diameter of Co nanoparticles to the average coordination distance and its mean-
square fluctuation. Our analysis leads to cluster sizes ranging from 1 nm to more than 8 nm. We found that for
a particle diameter of about 4.4 nm the sample containing 10 at. % Co presents a maximum in the giant
magnetoresistance~GMR!. Moreover, we observed that the disorder is significantly reduced around that size,
due to the hardening of Co bonds, further favoring the GMR. Our analysis gives direct structural parameters
and emphasizes their role in the transport and magnetic properties of the Co-Cu system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Artificial composite materials formed by the combinatio
of magnetic and nonmagnetic elements exhibit very excit
physical properties. Magnetic anisotropy, magnetic mom
enhancement, superparamagnetic~SPM! or ferromagnetic
behavior, depending on size and temperature, and mag
exchange coupling are just a few important physical asp
that insert these materials at the frontier of research. Am
the most remarkable questions concerning these material
the conditions leading to the phenomenon of giant mag
toresistance~GMR!, discovered in magnetic multilayer
more than a decade ago.1 The GMR phenomenon refers to
very large modification in the electrical resistivity when
magnetic field is applied. Subsequently, GMR was also
served in granular magnetic composites, prepared
sputtering,2–4 and melt-spinning5–7 techniques, with magni-
tudes comparable to those found in multilayered syste
The effect is understood in terms of the spin-dependent s
tering of the electrons at interfaces, impurities, and, to
lesser extent, within the magnetic elements.8–11

Cobalt and copper form a granular magnetic system w
nanoscale clusters of Co atoms embedded in the nonm
netic Cu matrix. Such a system displays one of the larg
values for the GMR found in granular systems. This prope
is a consequence of the macroscopic magnetization,
thence it is related to the cluster-size distribution and to
tergranular magnetic interactions.12–14 Besides the magneti
properties, questions related to the shape and size of the
ticles, to the structural parameters, and to the mechanism
crystal nucleation and growth15–18 are crucial to fine-tuning
0163-1829/2003/68~5!/054404~10!/$20.00 68 0544
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the properties of the material. Naturally, the burning quest
is how these structural and morphological properties relat
the amplitude of the GMR effect. Spin-dependent elect
scattering at interfaces seems to be the most relevant pa
eter in the GMR description.8–11 The amount of interface in
granular systems depends on the shape and size of the
ticles and on their distribution. An atom probe-field ion m
croscope~AP-FIM! was recently used to study the morpho
ogy of particles in the range of 1–10 nm and a reasona
agreement with the theoretical model of GMR behavior
lated to the diameter of the particle was found.19,20Neverthe-
less, the size of the particles is not the only important para
eter: the degree of organization at the interfaces, roughn
magnetic moment changes, magnetic interactions, and
tailed microstructure are also relevant parameters to f
understand the involved physics of GMR.21–23

There has been a large effort in investigating the morph
ogy and structure of the Co particles in Cu using techniq
such as transmission electron microscopy~TEM!,16,18 x-ray
diffraction,6 and small-angle x-ray scattering.15 However, it
is inherently difficult to characterize the Co-Cu system e
ploying scattering and diffraction techniques because of
similarity of their atomic scattering factors and the sm
lattice mismatch between the Co and Cu compact structu
Many striking features, like the detailed microstructure,
termixing, or roughness at the interface, and extension
magnetic interactions, remain to be tackled. X-ray absorp
fine structure~XAFS! spectroscopy is a local and selectiv
tool, capable of probing the local environment of a selec
atomic element.24,25The similarity between Co and Cu atom
can be turned into an advantage when using the XAFS s
©2003 The American Physical Society04-1
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troscopy. The low electronic contrast, similar metallic radi
and local arrangement allow one to treat both atoms as id
tical scatters and use the same backscattering amplitude
phase shift functions in the analysis.26 XAFS has already
been applied to study the evolution of Co particles in gra
lar alloys.27–29The conclusions were that, in the range of C
content up to 15 at. %, Co atoms segregate into small
ticles, keeping the fcc packing arrangement, with a syst
atic contraction in the average nearest-neighbor dista
around Co as the thermal annealing is increased. Howe
this trend has not been directly correlated to the transport
magnetic properties of the system.

In this work, the structural and magnetic properties of
particles embedded in a Cu matrix were studied using XA
spectroscopy and macroscopic magnetization and then c
lated to transport measurements. There is a systematic
traction of the average distance around Co, with increas
Co content and annealing, which is correlated to the gro
of the particles and the evolution of the SPM behavior. T
average nearest-neighbor distance and disorder obta
from XAFS are linked to the average Co particle si
through a simple model and lead to particle sizes rang
from 1 nm to more than 8 nm. Analysis based on the m
netization measurements leads to particle sizes up to 3 n29

because such analysis gives only the average size of the
particles. The GMR behavior, measured at room tempera
and at 4 K for 10 at. % Co samples, has been directly co
lated to those sizes and leads to the conclusion that the G
effect reaches a maximum for average particles of about
nm. This value seems to optimize the GMR because the
ticles are sufficiently large to change orientation under
applied magnetic field and have still a large amount of s
face to effectively scatter the conducting electrons. Never
less, an additional parameter, the thermal and structural
order, which can be related to the matrix lattice dynam
particle-size distribution, and interface roughness, has to
considered to understand the magnetic and magnetotran
properties.

II. SAMPLES

Samples containing 3, 10, 12, and 25 at. % Co embed
in a Cu matrix ~named here as Co3Cu97, Co10Cu90,
Co12Cu88, and Co25Cu75, respectively! were produced by
rapid quenching using the melt-spinning technique. Th
have the shape of thin metallic ribbons, 10 mm long by
mm wide, with a thickness of about 50mm. At room tem-
perature, the Co atoms form a metastable phase dil
within a well-crystallized Cu matrix. Co mobility within the
matrix can be activated by thermal annealing, leading to
diffusion and segregation of cobalt into small particles. Th
mally treated samples display typically GMR ratios up
30% at low temperatures.5–7 Instead of heating up the
samples using the conventional resistive furnace, the
Joule heating treatment was applied.30 This technique gives
the amount of energy needed for the mobility in a rath
short period of time compared to the convention
technique.31,32 The Co-Cu samples studied here were a
nealed by applying, during 1 min, a constant current pass
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through them. The samples are labeled by the current use
the annealing~the as-quenched sample will be referenced
0 A!. X-ray diffraction characterization performed on a fe
selected Co10Cu90 and Co25Cu75 samples showed the chara
teristic fcc pattern imposed by the Cu matrix. No hcp pha
was observed for the Co10Cu90 series, which has been con
firmed by the fingerprint of the near-edge spectra measu
on the same samples29 and also by the XAFS data presente
in Sec. IV.

III. TRANSPORT AND MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

Magnetic and transport characterization has been
formed using a Quantum Design MPMS XL7 supercondu
ing quantum interference device~SQUID! magnetometer.
The magnetic field behavior of the electrical resistance
been characterized by using the four-point scheme to m
sure the resistance and applying the magnetic field in
plane of the ribbon, perpendicular to the bias current. Th
magnetoresistance measurements were performed on mo
the Joule-treated Co10Cu90 samples, at 300 K and 4 K~Fig.
1!. These samples present a rather large GMR ratio, defi
here as DR/R@%#51003@R(H55000 kA/m)2R(H
50)#/R(H50), with a maximum module of about 27% at
K and 11% at 300 K, reached for the 5-A sample~Fig. 2!.
Within the 4–5-A Joule-treated samples, the GMR is s
large and comparable to the its maximum value.

The GMR dependence on the magnetic field is sensi
to the amount of blocked and unblocked particles, with
strong dependence on temperature.6,12 Blocked particles are
easily aligned with a rather small magnetic field and contr

FIG. 1. Magnetoresistance of the Co10Cu90 sample at 300 K~A!
and 4 K ~B!, for different currents used in the Joule heating.
4-2
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STRUCTURAL, MAGNETIC, AND TRANSPORT . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 054404 ~2003!
ute to the low-field region to the GMR effect. Unblocke
SPM particles tend to be aligned by the magnetic fi
against the thermal disorder. As the temperature decrea
more Co particles become blocked and the width of
GMR curve becomes narrower. It can be noticed that
resistance values do not saturate, even at 4 K@Fig. 1~B!#, at
the maximum applied magnetic field, which accounts fo
rather large amount of very small SPM particles.

The magnetization measurements at 300 K~Fig. 3! clearly
show that the system behaves as a typical superparama
with a large fraction of unblocked Co particles. The magn
tization approaches more quickly the saturation for samp
annealed with increasing currents, which is the indication
the clustering of Co atoms within the Cu matrix. One c
notice that for all samples a hysteresis has been system
cally observed, superimposed onto the SPM behavior~inset
of Fig. 3!. This hysteretic contribution can arise from singl
domain particles that are blocked at that temperature. M
netic dipolar interactions can also play an important role
such a behavior.13

The magnetization data have been fitted using a mo
function that assumes the existence of two magn

FIG. 2. Maximum value of the GMR at 300 K (s) and 4 K (d)
obtained at 5000 kA/m ('6.5 T) as a function of the current use
in the Joule annealing, for the Co10Cu90 samples.

FIG. 3. Magnetization results for the Co10Cu90 samples, an-
nealed with different currents, at 300 K. The inset is a close-up
the region near the origin, in order to show the hysteretic behav
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phases:14,33 a SPM phase formed by a distribution of sma
unblocked ferromagnetic particles and a ferromagnetic~FM!
phase formed by large blocked particles. The results, p
lished in detail elsewhere,29 show that the average magnet
moment of the SPM particles increases as the annealing
rent increases. Assuming that the SPM particles are sphe
and taking the saturation magnetization for bulk fcc Co, th
average diameterDSPM has been estimated. As expect
from the magnetic behavior, a growing particle size has b
obtained as the annealing current increases. However,
average diameter obtained turn out to be limited to a ma
mum value of 3 nm.29 This is because, even at room tem
perature, a fraction of particles are blocked and do not c
tribute to the SPM behavior.

IV. X-RAY ABSORPTION FINE STRUCTURE

A. Experiment

XAFS measurements were carried out around the CoK
edge for series of Co3Cu97, Co10Cu90, Co12Cu88, and
Co25Cu75 samples. Each series was submitted to differ
thermal annealing. The measurements were performed a
XAS beamline34 at the Brazilian Synchrotron Light Labora
tory ~LNLS! running at 1.37 GeV and with an average stor
current of 150 mA. The photon energy was selected usin
Si~111! channel-cut crystal monochromator, which provid
an instrumental energy resolution of about 1.5 eV at 77
eV. All samples were measured at room temperature~RT! in
transmission mode, with ionization chambers as incident
transmitted beam detectors. The beam size, illuminating
sample at 14 m from the source, was about 5 mm horizo
by 0.5 mm vertical. Co and Cu metal foils were measured
reference compounds. In order to evaluate the thermal
static disorder contributions, the references and o
Co10Cu90 sample were measured at 8 K, using a closed-cy
cryorefrigerator.

B. XAFS signal

The oscillatory fine structure of an x-ray absorption sp
trum, the XAFS signal x(k), is given by @m(k)
2m0(k)#/m0(k), wherek is the photoelectron wave numbe
modulus@k5A(2m/\2)(E2Ek); EK is the energy of theK
edge#, m(k) the absorption coefficient, andm0(k) the so-
called atomic absorption coefficient. The XAFS signal d
pends on several parameters and can be obtained in its
plest way as a summation over all interference patte
scattered off by all neighboring atoms.24,25 These neighbor-
ing atoms are considered to form shells around the absor
central atom:

x~k!5(
j

S S0
2Nj

kRj
2 D F j~k!exp~22k2s j

2!

3expS 22Rj

l~k! D sin@2kRj1f j~k!#. ~1!

HereRj is the average distance between the absorbing c
tral atom and thej th shell, with a Gaussian rms deviatio
f
r.
4-3
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CEZAR, TOLENTINO, AND KNOBEL PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 054404 ~2003!
from the average distance expressed bys j , which accounts
for the thermal and static disorder;Nj is the number of atoms
in the j th shell, with backscattering amplitudeF j (k); S0

2 is
the amplitude reduction factor due to photoelectron corre
tion; l(k) is the mean free path of the photoelectron; a
f j (k) is the total phase shift. The first shell of atoms, nam
the coordination shell, is well described by the theory invo
ing only single scattering of the photoelectron. For farth
shells, multiple scattering can give important contributio
especially on these well-ordered and compact structures24

C. XAFS analysis

The data analysis was performed using theWINXAS

code.35 A straight line, fitted in the pre-edge region, w
subtracted from the raw spectra, which were then normali
to the edge jump in a knot of the initial oscillations~about 20
eV above the edge!. The edge energyEK was determined
choosing the first inflection point in the edge region of t
spectra and energy-dependent spectram(E) were turned into
the photoelectron wave number modulus dependencem(k).
Then, XAFS signals were extracted, fitting a five-segm
cubic spline above the edge. The net XAFS oscillations at
for some selected Co10Cu90 samples are shown in Fig. 4~A!.
The two reference samples, Co and Cu metal standards
shown for comparison. The CoK-edge fine structure o
Co-Cu samples resembles that of the bulk Cu, with a sligh
different frequency~or distance! @Fig. 4~B!#. This similarity
is evidence that the structure around Co atoms assume

FIG. 4. XAFS signal extracted from the raw absorption spec
of some representative Co10Cu90 samples. The upper panel displa
the signal in the whole range used in the data analysis, while
bottom panel shows an enlarged region, where one can compar
signal of the samples with those of bulk Cu and Co.
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fcc packing, rather than the hcp one, of the bulk Co. Nev
theless, one can remark that the XAFS amplitudes are cl
to that of bulk Co, pointing out that, on average, there
more Co than Cu neighbors surrounding Co atoms in th
samples.

The XAFS signal, from 3.3 to 14 Å21, weighted by the
photoelectron wave numberk, was analyzed using the Fou
rier transform~FT! technique, applying a Hanning apodiz
tion window, with parameter 20. The modulus and imagina
parts of the FT are displayed in Fig. 5~A!. For the sake of
clarity, in Fig. 5~A! only one intermediate sample was s
lected to compare to the standards. Figure 5~B! shows the
imaginary part, around the coordination shell, for selec
Co10Cu90 samples. In range of the coordination-shell cont
bution, the samples are between both standards, with in
mediate average distance and slightly reduced amplit
compared to the bulk Co. The small reduction in amplitu
of FT’s for the coordination shell, which is accompanied
an increase in the width of the peak, is related to the sm
increase of disorder. The second important remark conc
the more distant shells. It is known that, due to the focus
effect,24,25 the fcc structure has a strong multiple-scatteri
~MS! contribution in the region of the fourth shell, enhancin
the FT amplitude in that region compared to the hcp str
ture. This MS effect is clearly observed in the Co-C

a

e
the

FIG. 5. Fourier transform of the XAFS signal displayed in Fi
4. One can observe in the upper panel the imaginary part and m
lus of both Co and Cu bulk metals and the Co10Cu90 sample, Joule
treated with 4 A. One should note also the indication of multip
scattering~MS! in the fourth shell, which indicates the fcc structu
adopted by the Co atoms within the particles. In~B! only the imagi-
nary part of the coordination peak is enlarged to emphasize
variation of the distance observed in the samples, between tho
the bulk Cu and Co.
4-4
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samples, showing that the packing is indeed fcc. The e
tence of this MS effect indicates, in addition, that the str
tural disorder is very small compared to the bulk crystall
samples.

In order to obtain the quantitative structural paramet
for the Co-Cu samples, the peak in the FT correspondin
the coordination-shell contribution~from 1 to 3 Å! was se-
lected and backtransformed intok space. A standard nonlin
ear least-squares fit was applied to simulate to the Fou
filtered data.35 The parametersR andN stand for the average
coordination distance and average coordination number
spectively.Ds2 represents the disorder, or Debye-Waller fa
tor, relative to the reference sample used in the fit. The ph
shift and amplitude extracted from the Fourier-filtered e
perimental spectrum of bulk Co at RT was used as refere
The parametersR and Ds2, as well as the origin of the
energyDEK , were allowed to vary during the fit, whileN
was kept equal to 12. The reported error bars were estim
by the standard parabola method with a confidence inte
imposed to be larger than 68%.

D. XAFS results

The results of the best-fit analysis for the unknown p
rameters R, Ds2, and DEK ~average distance, relativ
Debye-Waller factor, and edge-energy correction!, with N
512, are shown in Table I for the Co3Cu97, Co10Cu90,
Co12Cu88, and Co25Cu75 samples. In all series studied, w
observed significant differences in the Co neighborhood,
lated toR andDs2, which are summarized in Fig. 6.

1. Average nearest-neighbor distance

The Co average nearest-neighbor distance~R! varies from
the Cu-Cu bond distance (RCu52.556 Å) to close that of the
fcc Co-Co bond (RCo52.504 Å), according to the Co con
tent and annealing conditions@see Fig. 6~A!#. For the
Co3Cu97 samples, the average distance is kept essent
equal to that of Cu-Cu bond. Only the last two sampl
Joule treated at 5.5 A and 6.0 A, show a reduction in
average distance, indicating the formation of Co-Co bon
For the Co10Cu90 samples, the average distance is sma
than that of Cu even for the as-quenched sample and sh
a decrease as the Joule current increases. Around 5–7
plateau is observed and above 7 A the average distanc
much closer to that of bulk fcc Co. For the Co12Cu88
samples, the behavior is very similar to the Co10Cu90
samples with a bit smaller average distance. For
Co25Cu75 samples, the average distance does not display
nificant variations with increasing annealing. It is close to
bulk Co value, meaning that most Co atoms are bonde
Co. In fact, one can notice that the average distances
between those from the fcc~2.504 Å! and hcp~2.494 Å!
phases, and it can be inferred that, for such a concentra
the hcp phase starts to develop. These results can be u
stood in the following way. For as-quenched samples ther
a trend ofR towards the bulk Co interatomic distance as t
Co content increases. For Co3Cu97 samples, the Co atoms ar
dispersed in the Cu matrix, simply substituting Cu atom
For higher Co contents, there is a tendency for Co atom
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segregate into particles. When the concentration reache
at. % Co (Co25Cu75 samples!, the particles are big enough s
that the number of Co-Co bonds dominates completely.
the Joule-treated samples, the thermal energy gives mob
to the Co atoms and allows their coalescence, leading to
increase in the particle size and a reduction ofR towards the
bulk Co average distance. This behavior is well illustrated
the Co10Cu90 series. The behavior of the Co3Cu97 samples
indicates that much more thermal energy is necessary
form Co particles, with the appearance of a significant nu
ber of Co-Co bonds only for annealing current higher tha
A. For the Co25Cu75 series, the particle sizes are big enou
so that XAFS does not sense the increasing in the par

TABLE I. XAFS results.R is the first-neighbor average dis
tance,Ds2 is the relative Debye-Waller factor, andDEK is the
absorption-edge energy correction. The coordination number
fixed at the Co bulk value~12!. The error bars in distance, Debye
Waller factor, andDEK fluctuate for each sample, but are alwa
smaller than60.003 Å, 6331024 Å2, and 60.2 eV, respec-
tively.

Joule R Ds2 DE0

current~A! ~Å! (31024 Å2) ~eV!

Co3Cu97

0 2.557 23 2.1
2 2.552 23 1.6
4 2.556 20 2.0
4.5 2.559 19 2.2
5 2.555 24 2.4
5.5 2.543 22 1.6
6 2.538 21 1.4

Co10Cu90

0 2.538 15 1.0
2 2.530 17 0.6
3 2.526 16 0.4
4 2.521 14 0.3
5 2.518 10 20.1
6 2.519 7 0.0
7 2.518 4 0.1
9 2.511 2 20.1

Co12Cu88

0 2.524 16 0.5
3.5 2.512 12 0.4
4 2.516 13 0.5
4.5 2.513 12 0.7
5 2.515 13 0.5
6 2.511 9 0.2

Co25Cu75

0 2.497 6 0.1
5 2.500 9 0.0
6 2.499 3 0.2
7 2.498 8 0.0
8 2.502 3 0.6
9 2.498 2 0.4
4-5
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CEZAR, TOLENTINO, AND KNOBEL PHYSICAL REVIEW B68, 054404 ~2003!
size due to the thermal annealing. These results are in ag
ment with Monte Carlo simulations.17

2. Relative Debye-Waller factor

Another important issue is the behavior of the relat
Debye-Waller factorDs2. As can be seen in Fig. 6~B!, for
the Co25Cu75 samplesDs2 is very small, close to zero
which means that the disorder is almost that of bulk Co.
the lowest-concentration Co3Cu97 sample,Ds2 has the high-
est values. Even upon annealing, they are kept roughly c
stant. In this case, Co atoms are mainly replacing Cu at
and only small clusters~dimmers, trimmers, etc.! may de-
velop. Essentially all Co atoms are bonded directly to the
matrix. A more interesting situation takes place in the case
intermediate Co10Cu90 and Co12Cu88 concentrations.Ds2 is
halfway between the Co3Cu97 and Co25Cu75 series. For the
as-quenched and weakly annealed Co10Cu90 samplesDs2 is
almost constant, but it starts to decrease around the 3–
Joule-treated samples. In the range of thermal annea
from 4 to 7 A, whileR gets to an almost constant value,Ds2

decreases monotonically down to close to zero.
In XAFS the Debye-Waller factor comes from structur

and thermal disorders (s25sST
2 1sTH

2 ), which enter equiva-
lently in the theory and cannot be separated in

FIG. 6. Resulting neighbor distances~R! and relative Debye-
Waller factors (Ds2) from the fitting of the XAFS equation@Eq.
~1!# to the XAFS signal of the coordination shell, obtained from t
first peak of the Fourier transform backtransformed intok space.
The different symbols hold for the Co3Cu97 (n), Co10Cu90 (d),
Co12Cu88(s), and Co25Cu75 (h) samples. The lines are just guide
for the eyes.
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analysis.24,25The thermal disorder depends on the dynami
properties of the lattice and can vary significantly from o
matrix to another.36,37 The fact that s2 found for the
Co25Cu75 samples is close to the bulk Co is not surprisin
The contribution tos2 is mainly coming from well-ordered
large nanoparticles, whose thermal behavior is nearly
same as the bulk Co and whose structural component is
ligible. For the Co3Cu97, Co10Cu90 and Co12Cu88 samples,
the additionalDs2 found can be assigned to two origin
first, it can arise from a static disorder or bond-length disp
sion at interfaces; second, it can be of thermal origin a
depends on the nature of the neighboring atoms bound to
In both cases,Ds2 depends on the surface-to-volume rati

The thermal behavior around Co atoms evolves from
situation where Co atoms are diluted within the Cu matrix
another one where they are within large Co nanopartic
The thermal Debye-Waller factor for Cu is greater than
Co,37 and the experimentalDs2 cannot be associated en
tirely to an interfacial disorder. To get more insight into th
point, the Co and Cu metal standards and the 6-A Jo
treated Co10Cu90 sample were also measured at 8 K. T
thermal contribution to the disorder at RT compared to 8
@DsTH

2 5s2(RT)2s2(8 K)# for bulk Co and Cu was found
to be 0.0034 and 0.0047 Å2, respectively, which confirms
that Co-Co bonds are stiffer than Cu-Cu bonds.37 In the case
of the 6-A Co10Cu90 sample, DsTH

2 was found to be
0.0036 Å2, very close to the Co bulk value, showing th
sufficiently large Co nanoparticle thermally behaves li
bulk Co. Nevertheless, when Co is diluted within the C
matrix or forming small nanoparticles, it behaves like Cu
bulk Cu, with an increased thermal Debye-Waller fac
compared to the Co matrix. This is the case of the Co3Cu97
samples, whose increase in disorder, compared to Co in
Co at RT, is about 0.0023 Å2 @Fig. 6~B!#. Thence, we can
argue that the measured values forDs2 are essentially of
thermal origin and are associated to a softening of the mo
due to the amount of Co atoms bound directly to the
matrix, with some smaller structural contribution.

E. Model for Co particles within a Cu matrix

We present here a simple quantitative model to assoc
the measured average distance and relative Debye-W
factor to the average particle size. Contrary to other mod
for estimating particle size using the reduction in the coor
nation number,38,39our model is based upon a contraction
distances. Owing to the similarity among Co and Cu str
tures, the coordination number must be the same, inde
dent of the structural changes of the system. The aver
nearest-neighbor distance and disorder depend on the rel
number of Co-Co and Co-Cu bonds. In order to count t
relative number, we propose a model for closed-shell p
ticles, separating the Co atoms forming particles into t
categories:~i! those within the surface~or interface! of the
particles and~ii ! those within the core of the particles. Th
atoms in the first category have, as nearest neighbors
~outside the particle! and Co ~inside the particle! atoms,
whereas the second category of Co atoms have just Co n
est neighbors. The average distance and relative diso
4-6
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measured by XAFS around Co atoms depend on the pro
tion of the first to the second categories. As the Co part
size increases, the surface/volume ratio decreases an
second category of Co atoms weights the average tow
the bulk Co interatomic distance and to a smaller ove
structural disorder. Experimentally, we have already poin
out that both average distance and disorder tend to decr
with the increase of Co content and annealing.

The basic assumption, which turns the model very sim
is that the small mismatch~2% or DR5RCu2RCo
50.052 Å) of Cu (RCu52.556 Å) and Co (RCo52.504 Å)
bonds is totally absorbed by the atoms within the parti
surface. This assumption has support from studies of Co
multilayers, where the Co-Co bonding perpendicular to
surface relaxes rapidly to the bulk bonding,26,40 and from
x-ray diffraction data on a Co-Cu system, where the Co-r
phase has the lattice parameter close to the fcc Co pha28

This means that inner atoms of sufficiently large partic
retain the bulk Co distance and only the surface Co ato
relax to accommodate to the matrix. Consequently,
should differentiate among three nearest-neighbor envi
ments for Co atoms forming particles:~i! Co atoms forming
the core of the particle have the bulk Co average dista
(RCo) and no bond-length dispersion;~ii ! surface Co atoms
have average distance equal the bulk Cu (RCu), despite their
distorted neighborhood, because the mismatch is accom
dated in such a way that the distance to Cu outside is lon
(RCu1DR/2) than the distance to Co inside the partic
(RCo1DR/2); ~iii ! intermediate Co atoms, those forming th
shell of atoms just below the surface, have an intermed
distanceRI5RCo1DR/4—that is, the average betweenRCo ,
to core Co atoms, andRCo1DR/2, to surface Co atoms. Th
last two environments for Co atoms have bond-length disp
sions that are taken into account by a static Debye-Wa
factor. In such a way, small particles—i.e., formed by thr
to four shells—are enabled to have a continuous relaxa
from the core to the surface. For large particles, this rel
ation is still taken into account in the outmost shells b
becomes less relevant.

Following such model, the expected average distanc
given by

RM5
NSRCu1NIRI1NCRCo

NS1NI1NC
, ~2!
he

ar
C
u

th
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where NS , NI , and NC are the surface, intermediate, an
core number of Co atoms forming the particle. Based on
sequence of closed-shell particles~CSP’s! for the fcc Co
packing~Table II!, which can be approximated to spheric
particles of diameterDCSP, and Eq.~2!, we can calculate the
expected average distance (RM) for a given particle size
@Fig. 7~A!#. The model can also be applied to calculate t
bond-length dispersion or static disorder. The squared
deviation fromRM , which gives the bond-length dispersio
is calculated taking the summation

TABLE II. Closed-shell fcc clusters.NT and NS are the total
number of atoms in the whole particle and on the surface, res
tively. NI ~not listed in this table! used in Eqs.~2! and ~3! is the
number of atoms in the shell just below the surface, in such a w
that for thenth shell,NI is the value ofNS for the (n21)th shell.
DCSP is the diameter of the cluster taking into account the fcc
interatomic distance~2.504 Å!.

Shell NT NS NS

NT

DCSP ~nm!

0 1 1 1 0.25
1 13 12 0.923 0.75
2 55 42 0.764 1.1
3 147 92 0.626 1.5
4 309 149 0.482 1.9
5 561 246 0.439 2.3
6 923 349 0.378 2.7
7 1415 498 0.352 3.2
8 2057 629 0.306 3.6
9 2869 825 0.288 4.0
10 3871 989 0.256 4.4
11 5069 1230 0.243 4.8
12 6521 1477 0.227 5.2
13 8134 1726 0.212 5.6
14 10 150 2026 0.200 6.0
15 12 330 2323 0.188 6.4
16 14 990 2674 0.178 6.8
17 17 815 3018 0.169 7.2
18 21 000 3386 0.161 7.6
19 24 450 3762 0.154 8.0
DsST
2 5

NS~RCu2RM !21NI~RI2RM !21NC~RCo2RM !2

NS1NI1Nc
. ~3!
e

red
ion
m-
The model predicts that for Co atoms isolated within t
Cu matrix, or small Co particles, the average distance
close to the bulk Cu bond and the static disorder is ne
zero. As particles grow, the distance tends to the bulk
bond, while the static disorder increases, reaches a maxim
and then, for large particles, decreases along with
is
ly
o
m
e

surface/volume ratio@Fig. 7~B!#. It is assumed here that th
static disorder of the fcc matrix is negligible, so thatsST

2 and
DsST

2 are equivalent.
The static disorder alone cannot explain the measu

relative Debye-Waller factor. One has to add the contribut
coming from the lattice dynamics, associated with the nu
4-7
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ber of Co atoms bound to the Cu matrix. When Co partic
are very large, the thermal behavior is practically that of b
Co andDsTH

2 is zero. When the Co atoms are individual
dispersed within the Cu, the lattice dynamics around Co
controlled by the Cu matrix, and the thermal contributi
should be the relative disorder among Cu and Co b
samples. This value can be taken as the experimental rel
Debye-Waller factor found for the Co3Cu97 samples, i.e.,
Ds2'0.0023 Å2. This agrees, within the error bar, with th
value that can be estimated from Bohmer and Rabe,37 i.e.,
Ds2'0.00360.001 Å2. The relative contribution to the
thermal disorder is taken as the valueDs2'0.0023 Å2

weighted by the surface/volume ratio@Fig. 7~B!#. For in-
creasing particle size, the thermal disorder decreases
rapidly, while the static disorder increases, reaching a m
mum around 3 nm, and then slowly decreases. Both co
butions are comparable for particles larger than 3 nm. Ho
ever, the thermal fluctuations, owing to the softer bonds
the Cu matrix, completely dominate the total relative dis
der (DsM

2 5DsST
2 1DsTH

2 ) below that size. This means tha
the increased rms fluctuation in distance, or disorder,
small nanoparticles has to be mostly associated to the t
mal behavior of the matrix, rather than to static disorder
the interface. Indeed, even the maximum mismatch in
tance,DR50.052 Å, is smaller than the rms bond-leng
fluctuation at RT coming from the absolute thermal Deb

FIG. 7. Results based on the model to estimate the particle
As the size of the particle increases, the coordination distance~A!
and Debye-Waller factor~B! change from values similar to the bul
Cu to values similar to the bulk Co. In panel~B! are displayed the
static (n) and thermal (,) contributions for the total (l) Debye-
Waller factor.
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Waller factor,AsTH
2 50.088 Å, for bulk Cu.36,37 This fact

further justifies our model, where the details of the relaxat
at the interface are simplified.

We may note that there is a simple correlation betwe
the RM andDsM

2 values. The solid line in Fig. 8 is connec
ing the points whose coordinates areRM andDsM

2 for each
closed-shell particle listed in Table II. One can see that, w
the particle size decreases, bothRM andDsM

2 increase. It is
also clear that there is a correlation between the experime
average distance~R! and relative disorder (Ds2). The ex-
perimental points follow the behavior of the calculat
curve, demonstrating that the model describes quite well
general trend of the system, further corroborating with
assumptions made in the model, despite their simplicity.
the other hand, one should note that this model can be ea
adapted for more sophisticated descriptions of the diffus
of cobalt in copper that can be found in the literature~see
Ref. 41, e.g.!.

Comparing the average nearest-neighbor distance f
XAFS @Fig. 6~A!# with the calculated average distance fro
the model @Fig. 7~A!#, one can estimate, by interpolatin
data, the average particle diameter (DEXA) for each mea-
sured sample. The results are presented in Fig. 9 for
Co3Cu97, Co10Cu90, and Co12Cu88 samples as a function o
Joule current. One can observe that the average particle
ameter is indeed increasing with Co content and annea
current. For the Co3Cu97 samples, Co atoms remain dilute
within the matrix up to 5 A and after that segregate, reach
about 2 nm for 5.5 and 6 A. For Co10Cu90 samples, the nano
particles start with a size close to 2 nm for the as-quenc
sample up to a value close to 5 nm for 5–7 A and then cl
to 10 nm for 9 A. For Co12Cu88 samples, the nanoparticle
start with about 3 nm for the as-quenched sample, gr
quickly to about 7 nm for 4–5 A, and then close to 10 nm f
6 A. However, owing to the fact that the average distan
quickly converges to a value close to the bulk Co, the er

e.

FIG. 8. Correlation between the average coordination dista
and the Debye-Waller factor. The solid line connects the po
whose coordinates areRM andDsM

2 for each closed-shell particle
The experimental points come from the XAFS results (R,Ds2),
from the studied samples.
4-8
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bar becomes excessively large for particles larger than
nm. An additional increase in the particle diameter refle
itself only as a minor change in the average distance. For
reason, the discussion is limited to particles smaller tha
nm and the Co25Cu75 samples are excluded.

V. DISCUSSION

The average size of the SPM particles for the Co10Cu90
samples at RT, as reported by Cezaret al.,29 is plotted in Fig.
9, along with the results from XAFS. The saturation in th
average size, less than 3 nm at RT, is clearly seen and t
place because, even if the average particle size is increa
only particles below a critical size are contributing to t
superparamagnetism. This result is not incompatible with
one obtained by XAFS, which senses all Co atoms, includ
as well those that are forming large blocked particles as th
diluted within the matrix.

In general, the interatomic distances in nanoparticles
not the same as in the bulk. Our assumptions in the mo
only hold for granular systems where both the matrix a
dispersed metal have very similar structural characteris
as is the case of Cu and Co. The Co assumes a fcc stru
as the Cu matrix, with a mismatch in lattice parameter
only 2%. It should be pointed out that our model for estim
ing nanoparticle sizes from XAFS distances is more relia
for the intermediate sizes because interface details and re
ation are less relevant for particles with more than three
four shells, i.e., larger than 1.0 nm. On the other hand,
model becomes inaccurate for particles larger than 8 nm
to the error bars from the XAFS analysis. Fortunately, int
esting samples displaying large GMR fall within this ran
of sizes.

From the magnetotransport measurements~Fig. 2!, one
can observe that the maximum GMR effect for the Co10Cu90
samples is reached for the annealing current within 4–
annealing current. Based on our model and the XAFS res

FIG. 9. Average diameter of the Co particle from the compa
son of our XAFS results with the values from the model. The lin
are just a guide for the eyes. The stars are the results from ma
tization data~Ref. 29! for the Co10Cu90 samples.
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these samples have an average Co nanoparticle diamet
'4.461 nm ~Fig. 9 and Table II!, i.e., a surface/volume
ratio of about'0.2660.05. In addition, we observed tha
the disorder is significantly reduced at that range of ann
ing currents and this favors the GMR. The reduction in t
disorder seems to be mostly of thermal origin and related
a hardening of Co bonds when the particles grow up t
certain level. Both the optimized surface/volume ratio a
the reduction of disorder give rise to the pronounced GM

For the same annealing conditions, the average par
size increases with the Co content. For instance, within 4
A currents, the Co12Cu88 samples have an average partic
size around 7 nm, while the Co3Cu97 ones have less than
nm. As reported in the literature,7,31,32 the maximum GMR
value as a function of the annealing current is practica
independent of the Co content in the range of 5–15 at. %
samples. The same holds for conventional furna
annealing,6,28,31,32with the maximum GMR reached within
400–500 °C. This means that, for higher Co content,
maximum GMR is achieved with a higher average nanop
ticle size. We can conclude that the average nanoparticle
ameter is not the only important parameter to optimize
GMR effect. Indeed, the maximum GMR is achieved owi
to a combination of several factors. As the spin-depend
scattering at the interface plays the major role in GMR,
maximum effect in a granular system depends strongly
the size and distribution of particles and on the quality of
interface. Smaller particles display larger surface/volume
tios but, on the other hand, the magnetic moments of v
small particles are more difficult to align, due to the therm
energy. Moreover, very small particles may have their m
netic moments reduced due to the matrix.23 Such factors,
combined with the effect of dipolar interactions and the o
timal intergranular spacing, give rise to the experimen
curve shown in Fig. 2. For a given Co content, in order
maximize GMR, the nanoparticles have to be large enoug
react to an applied magnetic field, but should have eno
surface, with a minimum amount of disorder—i.e., we
defined magnetic interfaces—to scatter conduction electr

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have studied the structural, magnetic, and trans
properties of cobalt nanoparticles embedded in a copper
trix using XAFS spectroscopy, macroscopic magnetizati
and transport measurements of samples containing 3, 10
and 25 at. % Co, annealed under different conditions.
observed by XAFS that there is a systematic contraction
the average coordination distance around Co atoms an
decrease in the disorder with the increasing Co content
annealing. These results are consistent with the growing
small fcc Co nanoparticles and correlated to the evolution
the superparamagnetic behavior. We presented a sim
model to correlate the diameter of the Co nanoparticles to
average coordination distance and to its mean-square fluc
tion. Our analysis, based on the structural model, leads
cluster sizes ranging from 1 nm to more than 8 nm. We fou
that the maximum GMR, for samples containing 10 at. % C
occurs for nanoparticles with diameter of about 4.4 nm. T
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corresponds to about 26% of the Co atoms at the parti
matrix interface. This size optimizes the GMR because
particles are sufficiently large to change orientation unde
applied magnetic field and have a large amount of surfac
magnetically scatter the conducting electrons responsible
the transport properties. Nevertheless, the average nan
ticle diameter is not the only important parameter to optim
the GMR effect. For instance, the maximum GMR
achieved with a higher average nanoparticle size for sam
with higher Co content. In addition, we observed that
mean-square fluctuation, or the disorder, is significantly
duced around that size~4.4 nm!, further favoring the GMR.
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